
Computer GraphicsComputer Graphics

Virtual objects,Virtual objects,  lights and textureslights and textures
Rendered to produce imageRendered to produce image
TopicsTopics

qq Simulation vs. designSimulation vs. design
qq Color representationsColor representations
qq Color in graphics systemsColor in graphics systems

Principles of Digital Principles of Digital 
Image SynthesisImage Synthesis
Andrew GlassnerAndrew Glassner

Illumination and Color inIllumination and Color in
Computer Generated ImageryComputer Generated Imagery

Roy HallRoy Hall

Simulation vs. DesignSimulation vs. Design

SimulationSimulation
qq Model realityModel reality
qq Physically correct modelsPhysically correct models
qq Typically spectral representationsTypically spectral representations

DesignDesign
qq Create an effectCreate an effect
qq User-adjustable modelsUser-adjustable models
qq Typically RGB representationsTypically RGB representations



SimulationSimulation
Model reality: Good enough to measureModel reality: Good enough to measure
Physical modelsPhysical models

qq Materials and lightsMaterials and lights
qq Shading: How light interacts with surfaceShading: How light interacts with surface
qq IlluminationIllumination

Perceptual model for viewerPerceptual model for viewer

DesignDesign

Design an effectDesign an effect
qq Goal is appearanceGoal is appearance
qq Unreal may be goodUnreal may be good

All models have knobsAll models have knobs
qq Phong shading and its varientsPhong shading and its varients
qq Strauss model (SGI Inventor format)Strauss model (SGI Inventor format)
qq “Gooch shading” (SIGGRAPH ‘98)“Gooch shading” (SIGGRAPH ‘98)



Artistic RenderingArtistic Rendering

Pen and ink, watercolor, etc.Pen and ink, watercolor, etc.
Model the mediumModel the medium

qq “Fractel Design Painter” “Fractel Design Painter” (now Metagraphics)(now Metagraphics)

qq Many recent U of W. SIGGRAPH papersMany recent U of W. SIGGRAPH papers
Kubelka-Monk for paint mixtureKubelka-Monk for paint mixture

qq Thin, uniform layers of colorThin, uniform layers of color
qq Model scattering and absorption of lightModel scattering and absorption of light

Color RepresentationColor Representation

Spectral modelsSpectral models
qq Issue is efficient representationIssue is efficient representation
qq Uniform samples: 36-180 samplesUniform samples: 36-180 samples

RGB modelsRGB models
qq Independently shade R, G and BIndependently shade R, G and B
qq Linear combination of display primariesLinear combination of display primaries
qq Works amazingly wellWorks amazingly well



Spectral ModelsSpectral Models

Adaptive samplingAdaptive sampling
qq Meyers, Hall, GlassnerMeyers, Hall, Glassner
qq 4 carefully chosen samples/spectrum4 carefully chosen samples/spectrum

Linear modelsLinear models
qq Peercy, Maloney & WandellPeercy, Maloney & Wandell
qq 3-4 basis functions/spectrum3-4 basis functions/spectrum

Roy Hall  (CG&A, May 1999)Roy Hall  (CG&A, May 1999)

Linear Model ExampleLinear Model Example

First 4 basis functionsFirst 4 basis functions
For the Macbeth ColorCheckerFor the Macbeth ColorChecker Example renderings of theExample renderings of the

ColorChecker from basis functionsColorChecker from basis functionsFrom Foundations of Vision, fig 9.9 & 4,
© Brian Wandell, Stanford University



RGB ModelsRGB Models

Simple extension of grayscale shadingSimple extension of grayscale shading
qq Red, green and blue intensityRed, green and blue intensity
qq Typically display primariesTypically display primaries
qq Change primaries with a linear transformChange primaries with a linear transform

Not physically accurateNot physically accurate

Product ofProduct of
Tristimulus valuesTristimulus values

Tristimulus values ofTristimulus values of
Product of spectraProduct of spectra≠≠

Psychophysics of RGBPsychophysics of RGB

Primary-specific additive modelPrimary-specific additive model
qq RGB are the tristimulus valuesRGB are the tristimulus values
qq All spectra are sums of primary spectraAll spectra are sums of primary spectra

Only “correct” for simple casesOnly “correct” for simple cases
qq Flat, white lightsFlat, white lights
qq Local illuminationLocal illumination
qq Borges (SIGGRAPH ‘91)Borges (SIGGRAPH ‘91)



DemoDemo

Java applets from BrownJava applets from Brown
qq RGB products vs. spectral productsRGB products vs. spectral products
qq Difficult to see problem for simpleDifficult to see problem for simple

light+surface calculationlight+surface calculation
qq Errors appear on cumulative productsErrors appear on cumulative products

(ie, as rays bounce around)(ie, as rays bounce around)

Color in Graphics SystemsColor in Graphics Systems

“Classic 3D” is a dedicated application“Classic 3D” is a dedicated application
Must integrate with desktop and webMust integrate with desktop and web
VRML exampleVRML example

qq Virtual Reality Modeling LanguageVirtual Reality Modeling Language
qq 3D for the WWW3D for the WWW
qq All renderings should “look the same”All renderings should “look the same”
qq Must run fastMust run fast



The ProblemThe Problem

Multiple browsers and platformsMultiple browsers and platforms
Calibrate to external standardsCalibrate to external standards
Workstation/web environmentWorkstation/web environment

CSCCSC is color space conversion is color space conversion

Color in VRMLColor in VRML
Basically “SGI Open Inventor” modelBasically “SGI Open Inventor” model

qq Face and vertex colorsFace and vertex colors
qq Material propertiesMaterial properties
qq Light source propertiesLight source properties
qq Image and video texturesImage and video textures

Uncalibrated RGB triplesUncalibrated RGB triples



Workstation ColorWorkstation Color

Shared DesktopShared Desktop
qq Multiple windowsMultiple windows
qq Multiple applicationsMultiple applications

Shared Display SystemShared Display System
qq Controlled by the OSControlled by the OS
qq The "gamma" problemThe "gamma" problem

The Gamma ProblemThe Gamma Problem
Device gammaDevice gamma

qq Monitor: I=A(kMonitor: I=A(k11D+kD+k22V)V)γγγγ

qq LCD: Nearly linearLCD: Nearly linear
OS GammaOS Gamma

qq Defined by operating systemDefined by operating system
qq Inverse gamma curveInverse gamma curve
qq Framebuffer to voltage LUTFramebuffer to voltage LUT

Display system gammaDisplay system gamma
qq Framebuffer to viewerFramebuffer to viewer
qq Include viewing conditionsInclude viewing conditions

 PC     Mac   SGI PC     Mac   SGI

 2.2     1.6     1.3 2.2     1.6     1.3

 PC     Mac   SGI PC     Mac   SGI

 1.0     1.4     1.7 1.0     1.4     1.7

Typical monitor Typical monitor γγγγ==2.52.5



II1/2.21/2.2
II2.22.2

II

Rendering spaceRendering space
Linear, RGBLinear, RGBRR

VRML TexturesVRML Textures
•• Encoded video Encoded video
•• sRGB images sRGB images
•• File textures File textures

Input CSCInput CSC

II

VRML materialVRML material
and vertex colorsand vertex colors

Usually can assume common RGBUsually can assume common RGB
Evolve towards full ICC profilesEvolve towards full ICC profiles

Note: Doesn’t integrate well withNote: Doesn’t integrate well with
desktop RGB “color picker.”desktop RGB “color picker.”

VRML Input PipelineVRML Input Pipeline

==

II2.52.5

Rendering SpaceRendering Space

LUT ITFLUT ITF
(OS gamma)(OS gamma)

DisplayDisplay
(Monitor)(Monitor)

VRML standardVRML standard

Rendering ITFRendering ITF

VRML Output PipelineVRML Output Pipeline

LUT ITFLUT ITF
(OS gamma)(OS gamma)

DisplayDisplay
(LCD)(LCD)Rendering ITFRendering ITF

LikeLike
televisiontelevision
standardstandard

II



RGB Output PipelineRGB Output Pipeline

RenderingRendering
Space, RGBSpace, RGBRR

RGBRGBRR to RGB to RGBLCDLCD

RGBRGBRR to RGB to RGBmonitormonitor MonitorMonitor

LCDLCD

ColorsColors
MatchMatch

RGBRGBmonitormonitor  ≠≠ RGB RGBLCDLCD

Need 3x3 matrixNeed 3x3 matrix
transformationtransformation

SummarySummary

VRML project is on holdVRML project is on hold
qq Agreed to amend specAgreed to amend spec
qq Too expensive to implement nowToo expensive to implement now

Modeling and representationModeling and representation
qq Ongoing researchOngoing research
qq Not just color, but perception tooNot just color, but perception too
qq Workshop on Rendering, Perception,Workshop on Rendering, Perception,

and Measurement, Cornell, April 1999and Measurement, Cornell, April 1999


